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North Star Technical provides the highest level of customer service, 24 hours per day, 
seven days a week. Our customers know they can rely on us to complete complex or 
rush jobs, even under challenging conditions. After-hours phone calls are answered 
by a live person who mobilizes the members of our team to respond to customers’ 
most urgent needs.

Whether a company needs a part urgently replaced or repaired, or requires a custom-
manufactured mechanical component, North Star is ready and able to get the work 
done. Our team of experienced machinists, millwrights and welders will pick up and 
deliver parts, and fabricate needed components. In addition to work done in our shop, 
we frequently travel to our customers to repair and replace equipment. We serve 
customers across Canada and the U.S.

Many of our customers rely on us for reverse engineering services to manufacture  
a new part from a broken or worn one. CAD software enables us to render drawings 
for these parts.

Other services we offer include gear cutting, vibration analysis, heat treating and 
chrome plating.  We understand that the wheels of industry need to keep moving,  
no matter what. We pride ourselves on getting work done correctly and quickly.
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Machined parts: 

1 
A threaded, 10” C1026 steel coupling, machined for the oil and gas industry.  

2 
Forged steel, end-drive units for a centrifuge to separate solids and liquids 
in the manufacture of animal by-products. 

3 
Two-start, trapezoidal metric threads machined into hoist-lifting nuts for the 
transit industry. 

4 
A 32” diameter impact block for a pile driving hammer.  

41 2 3
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A family-owned and operated business, North Star was founded by Anthony Pinelli, P. Eng., 
in 1986. He established a tradition of quality workmanship, which is now carried on by his 
sons – who have ambitious plans to continue to grow the business through ongoing staff 
training and development, the addition of new equipment and expansion of the company’s 
physical plant.  

North Star’s facility is located in the industrial heart of Hamilton.  

Our reputation has been built on high-quality work and exceptional customer service.  
We’ve developed our own quality management system, which has led to ISO certification 
and CWB facility certification.

North Star’s skilled employees share in the values that were established early on.  
We consider these employees to be members of our extended family, and most have  
served the company and its customers for well over a decade.  

Our team is ready at all times to satisfy our customers’ most demanding and  
time-sensitive needs.

A b o u t  
N o r t h  S ta r  T e c h n i c a l
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1 
North Star founder Anthony Pinelli (far 
right) with his sons (from left) Robert, 
Paul, Michael and James.  

2 
Welder Rick Smith and former project 
engineer James Pinelli on the site of  
a bridge welding repair project.  

3 
The company’s operating team 
members include (from left) inside 
sales and purchasing manager Mathieu 
Beauchesne, director of business 
development Robert Pinelli, production 
coordinator Adam Hutchings, manager 
of corporate strategy development 
James Pinelli, plant manager Michael 
Pinelli and quality assurance manager 
and welding supervisor Lauren Polk.  

3
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Among the equipment in North Star’s 
facility are multiple CNC machines, 
all using Mastercam software. These 
machines handle production runs to 
perfectly match the original CAD design, 
by automating the complex series of steps 
required to produce a part with machine 
travels up to 137 inches.

We conduct in-process inspections 
for small production runs, to catch any 
errors that may have occurred in the 
programming or tooling selections.

Our CNC mills and lathes are equipped 
with wireless intuitive probing systems 
and an automatic tool eye. The wireless 
intuitive probing system assists with 
the setup of parts for accuracy and 
inspections. The automatic tool eye will 
complete inspections on tooling during 
the machining itself, ensuring inserts 
and tooling are not showing signs of 
wear during run cycles. This provides for 
maximum accuracy on machined parts.

Our shop is also equipped with a 
computer controlled saw for programming 
large material cut runs.

The CNC machines can handle intricate 
part machining and small production runs.1

C N C  M ac h i n i n g
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1 
CNC machinist Lance Hannaford programs 
a large CNC machine to mill a hex drive 
adapter for a tunnel boring company.   

2 
Multi-axis CNC machinist Kesete Berhane 
selects tooling to manufacture a rotating 
seal ring from stainless steel casting for 
the pulp and paper industry.  

3 
A turbo fan with integral blades being 
machined on a 5-axis milling centre.   

4 
The turret on one of North Star’s CNC 
lathes – with axial and radial milling, and 
static tooling – for turning and milling 
round profiles. 

2
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Depend on North Star for specialized overhaul and repair machining of one-off 
components or integrated assemblies, with machined components of up to five tons.  
We also undertake maintenance machining – replacing a worn part with a brand new 
one. North Star is proud to employ some of the most skilled and experienced people  
in the business. 

Our conventional milling equipment includes a range of types and sizes of machines 
with horizontal and vertical spindle orientation. We also have lathes which can turn  
and machine pieces up to 52 inches in diameter and 203 inches long, and weighing  
up to 10,000 pounds.

Our other equipment includes large and small drill press machines, surface grinders, 
and various cutting equipment such as vertical and horizontal saws.

Customers for our machining work include heavy equipment manufacturers, steel 
companies, the oil and gas industry, municipalities, wastewater facilities and 
transportation companies.

1
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1 
A conventional lathe machines a bushing 
for an aggregate crushing plant.  

2 
Machinist John Oddie operates a  
TOS FGS63 mill to fabricate a specialty 
drive key for a pulverizing assembly in  
a pulp and paper plant.  

3 
Machinist Robert Wrzos turns a forged 
trunnion on a conventional lathe for a 
centrifuge for the wastewater industry.   

3
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North Star’s millwrights offer a disciplined 
approach to identifying problems, 
assessing options, and detailing solutions 
and costs. We assign a lead millwright 
to each project to oversee customers’ 
overhaul and repair projects, whether 
it’s a complete rebuild on gearboxes, 
fresh water and wastewater pumps, 
centrifuges, or crushing and processing 
equipment. We have a wide range of 
experience in different industries. 

North Star Technical is equipped with 
three large presses. Both vertical and 
horizontal styles help with the removal of 
components such as bearings, couplings 
and gears. Our presses range from 100, 
200 and 300-ton units. Along with this 
equipment, our millwrighting department 
is set up with a wide range of pulling and 
pushing equipment, along with ovens  
and liquid nitrogen equipment for heating 
and freezing, to assist in the installation  
of tight tolerance and interference parts.

Aggregate companies, food processing 
operations and wastewater treatment 
plants are among the customers for our 
millwrighting work.1

M i l lw r i g h t i n g
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1 
Millwright Paul Pinelli inspects a gearbox for a company that produces pelletized 
limestone for the steel industry.    

2 
Machinery is disassembled and gears, bearings and shafts inspected to determine 
the work to be performed.  Aggregate processing machinery is especially 
susceptible to wear and tear, and damage from dust and stone. 

3 
North Star Technical has standing contracts with companies to routinely refurbish 
their equipment. This crusher from a rendering and recycling plant has been 
completely rebuilt – including the bearing housings, main crusher shaft, and 
gearbox and drive – then cleaned, re-painted and assembled for delivery back  
to the customer. 

2

3
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Millwright ing
We work on assembly lines, pumping stations, print shops and at all other industries where fixed 
heavy machinery is in place and in need of attention.

Our team members disassemble and inspect machinery, replace worn or broken parts, clean the 
machinery and reassemble it – right on our clients’ shop floors. When required, we’ll bring parts 
back to our shop quickly to fabricate replacements.

Our experienced millwrights work alongside our customers’ employees to help troubleshoot 
problems, and to provide temporary shift and shutdown coverage. Typically, we assign the same 
team of millwrights to each customer in order that they understand and can work with the plant’s 
equipment, and follow individual health and safety procedures and other customer specific 
practices.

The millwrights who work for North Star Technical are all licensed to operate forklifts, overhead 
cranes and man lifts, and have fall arrest and confined space certification.

O N - S I T E

1
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1 
Senior millwright and alignment specialist  
Dave Callaway inspects a rotating element on  
a pump before removing it from its casing,  
as part of a project to rebuild multiple pumps  
at a fresh water treatment facility.   

2 
(From left) Millwright Russell Charlong and 
welder Rick Smith repair a railway bridge hit 
by a tractor trailer, to maintain its structural 
integrity. New galvanized steel support plates 
have been machined and are lifted into place 
under the bridge. 

3 
Rivets are removed, and the new support  
plates are placed above and below the existing 
plate and secured tightly with structural bolts.  

3
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1 
Former project engineer James Pinelli 
performs a fit test on a lifting and storage 
cradle manufactured to hold a drive shaft 
for a coast guard vessel. North Star’s 
work included fabricating, machining, 
welding, testing and painting the cradle.  

2 
Senior welder Axel Felgner uses a hand 
grinder to dress a weld repair on an 
elevator door.  

3 
North Star each year manufactures 
hundreds of stainless steel screens used 
in settling tanks of wastewater treatment 
plants. Here, Joe Wybraniak welds the 
end plates onto one of the screens.   

2

3

Our team welcomes challenges, 
particularly when we’re called upon 
to fabricate or repair with aluminums, 
stainless and mild steels, uncommon 
alloys and cast iron. Our work includes 
hard-facing, abrasion resistant welding.

Weld procedures are created by a 
welding engineer and can also be 
developed for specific applications.  
Value-added weld services offered by  
North Star include non-destructive 
testing, liquid penetrant testing, 
ultrasound examinations and magnetic 
particle testing. 

Our facility is CSA Standards W47.1 
Division 2 and W59 certified, and CSA 
Standards W47.2 for fusion welding of 
aluminum.

Fabrication projects North Star has 
developed include specialty products 
for manufacturing and transportation 
industries. Those products range from 
hand-held parts to those weighing up to 
10 tons. Customers for our welding work 
include railways, trucking companies, 
chemical companies and municipalities.
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North Star offers welding and custom 
fabrication solutions to meet our 
customers’ specific requirements.

Our team has installed new fabrications 
and conducted weld repairs on bridges, 
gangways, playground equipment, 
stairways, elevators and escalators, 
traffic lights and specialty fences – and 
has even constructed mounting plates 
for medical devices in a sterile hospital 
operating room.  

We have experience working in 
demanding situations and challenging 
conditions, including in rough terrain and 
on equipment that has been damaged by 
adverse weather conditions.

O N - S I T E 

W e l d i n g
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1  
The North Star team brings its expertise, equipment and safety practices 
to challenging repair projects. In this photo a welder replaces a  
corroded drainage system below the deck level of a bridge.  

2  
Welder Rick Smith conducts pressure testing and weld repairs to a steel 
tube dock system at a marina.   

3  
Many jobs involve custom fabrication and on-site installation – whether 
for a new structure, or the replacement and upgrade of an existing one. 
Here a working platform above a tanker railcar is disassembled and 
replaced. Supporting cross braces are added to the existing frame of  
the structure, and a new catwalk and gangway installed.  

32
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When a wheel mechanism rotates even slightly off its central axis problems 
can gradually occur, including increased noise and vibration, and decreased 
productivity and product quality. North Star is one of only a few companies 
in southern Ontario to offer in-house and on-site dynamic balancing to 
improve the efficiency of rotating assemblies and equipment.   

Using the latest hardware and software, typical problems we are able to 
identify include looseness, misalignment, unbalance, bearing deterioration, 
gear wear, electrical motor faults, resonance issues, soft foot, and 
aerodynamic and hydraulic issues.  

Our consultative approach is designed to help our customers understand 
which CBM/PDM technologies are appropriate to use, based on the 
machinery type and process role; proper data sampling intervals to indicate 
machinery faults in advance of failure and how to formulate a strategy to 
delivery real results and maximum impact for the dollars invested. 

We can design and fabricate custom mandrels and balance tooling to suit 
each application. 

North Star can take on balancing projects ranging from small, high-speed 
rotors, to rotating components and assemblies of up to five tons.  All this 
helps our customers with increased up time, decreased maintenance and 
operating costs, smoother operating machinery and improved plant safety.2

D y n a m i c  B a l a n c i n g
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1 
Production coordinator Adam Hutchings 
sets up and attaches a drive coupling to 
balance a process roll.    

2 
Andrew Grundy undertakes a spindle 
vibration analysis and balance check on 
a CNC machine at an automotive parts 
manufacturing plant.    

3 
Cliff and Andrew Grundy conduct a 
vibration analysis and bearing inspection 
on an induced draft fan at a steel plant.

4 
Adam conducts a balance confirmation 
on a take-up roll for the steel industry. The 
Schenck horizontal, hard-bearing machine 
can handle rotors weighing up to 10,000 
pounds.  

4

3
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OT H E R  S E RV I C E S
N O N - D E S T R U C T I V E  T E S T I N G

North Star’s non-destructive testing services 
include magnetic particle inspection and liquid 
penetrant inspection. Both are provided by  
a highly experienced, Level II Certified (CGSB) 
inspector.  

Magnetic particle testing reveals surface  
and some subsurface defects in parts, while 
our liquid penetrant inspections will detect 
defects – such as hairline cracks, surface 
porosity, leaks and fatigue cracks – in cast, 
forged and welded surfaces.  

1 
Technical support team member Andy Szafran 
inspects a cylinder liner removed from the 
engine of a tugboat.   

2 
Magnetic particle inspection reveals a crack 
in the cylinder liner.  1

2
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Whether it’s developing a new concept idea, or repairing and reverse engineering a 
broken or worn part, we help customers with their most complex challenges. We use 
Solidworks CAD to create technical drawings to create, modify, analyse or optimize 
machined parts in a variety of metals and plastics.  

This may involve visiting customers on their shop floors to take measurements of  
a part that needs replacing, or creating new components for custom machinery.  
This includes creating CAD designs for structural elements, machine frames, fixtures, 
shafts, small structures and platforms – from very simple to extremely intricate parts  
of practically any size.  

When required, drawings can be certified by a professional engineer to ensure the 
adequacy, performance, use and safety of the designed components.  

C A D  D E S I G N  
A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G

3 
Engineering technologist Nick Davis conducts a quality control check by measuring the 
surface finish on some newly-machined bronze nuts.  

4 
Manufacturing engineer Hiren Patel creates a CAD model from a worn sample to 
reverse engineer a cast iron bearing housing, used in the recycling industry.  4
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The team at North Star Technical is dedicated to providing customers with the highest 
quality products and services, while ensuring that all work is done safely.

The Pinelli family and North Star’s family of employees are renowned for their 
meticulous attention to detail. This includes incorporating quality control measures 
into all of our projects. Tooling is calibrated multiple times each year, with detailed 
records kept of our calibration processes.

For parts that require traceability, we source out specified grades of metals and 
provide the necessary documentation of their origins and manufacturing processes.

North Star has received ISO 9001:2015 certification, as well as CWB certifications for 
fusion welding of steel (CSA W47.1) and aluminum (CSA W47.2).       

Providing a safe working environment is another important consideration for our 
company. We work closely with the Ontario Ministry of Labour and the Workplace 
Safety and Insurance Board to ensure the well-being of our team members on the job. 
We also take care to ensure our people work safely in customer environments and in 
the field where members of the public may be nearby.

Employees who work on – or near – streets and highways have received Ontario 
TrafficCouncil Book 7 training to ensure their safety and the safety of motorists. Our 
team also has completed training to work at heights and in confined spaces, and to 
safely operate overhead and mobile cranes, and fork and aerial lifts. 

A  C o m m i t m e n t  to 
Q ua l i t y  a n d  S a f e t y

1
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1 
Quality assurance manager Lauren Polk performs a final inspection on some heat-
treated, 4340 alloy steel lifting screws before they are delivered to a transit company.      

2 
Ontario Traffic Council Book 7 training enables workers to safely divert traffic around 
roadway obstacles.  

3 
Proper safety attire and equipment are used on all job sites.  Employees who work 
at heights have obtained Worksite Safety Fall Arrest certification to comply with the 
Ontario Ministry of Labour’s safety training standards.  

2

3
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459 Burlington Street East, Hamilton, Ontario L8L 4H8, Canada 

905.521.9996   
www.northstartechnical.com   




